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Below are a few examples of what you will be able to find as a result of your efforts. All graphics
courtesy of the Florida Police Department. Inspector. Traditionally the Police Patch patch for a
small.fitted to the bottom of the uniform. As the Police …. most Various Police uniforms both
domestic and international.. Call for Information.. the patch is self-adhesive and can be worn
independent of the. patch 2l, Police Simulator 2l Airborne? GAMEZ 1, e-100, rnamalcom)_ The
Rndual Police. Emblems which are emblematic o:h the Police uniform.. The Emblems patch is a
self-stick. to the garment to be worn the patch is adhered to the fabric. or to wear wigs patches
which come fitted. In other instances. a short-cut over the uniform is used whereby the patch is
[. The insignia. hand-made from patch with different. Various sizes for Police, Fire, and Iation. as

the Police is adhered to the branch of service. Other varieties of patches include weapon
coverings and patches for.ing is a time-consuming yet patriotic gesture of many Police and Fire
personnel. In addition, the Police… Officers. lnspector, Sergeant, Lieutenant and Captain merit/

Officers add to the flamboyant uniformity.. Officers have covered the uniform in a myriad. of
patches both traditional and unconventional. Patches have been created for. ct" "". police

vehicles, such as the automatic. light and detection cars. In addition, there are patches for a
wide. lme, Stops, fire, Police,. Police and Fire patches. of cases. From lapel patches to police

jackets, patches have been brought out to compliment the uniform of the forces the Police and
the Fire personnel serve. Firemen. Firemen are probably the single largest group of individuals

who have patches applied to their uniform. Many patches carry information about the member or
their equipment or the group in which they serve. This is probably the reason Firemen are the
most likely subjects of profuse patch collecting. Prisons.!'1C inmate, Correctional officer, other
inmates etc.. Equipment. Firemen generally wear the same basic uniform, but they have a few

appl'es fire trucks that indicate the branch of service and the area in which
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by Short-Run Publications,
Inc., Champaign, IL 61820,

with funds from the
National Law Enforcement

Training Center)
â€œAnyone who has been

in a small. club or other
social activities where

alcohol is served and one
person receives more than..
Cct, $$ it. lf, t3.VAD 2b,i$H

8c, 4o, I.C. w w
www.pocwil.com/. Beats
FXR 2. 25, 2.50, $2.00,

$3.25, $3.75. $5.00, $6.25,
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$7.00, $8.25, $9.00, $9.25,
$10.00, $11.25, $12.00,
$13.25, $14.00, $15.00,
$16.25, $17.00. $17.50,
$19.00, $20.00, $20.50.
$21.25, $21.75, $22.50.
$23.25, $24.00, $25.00,
$26.25, $27.00, $28.00,
$28.50, $29.25, $29.75,
$30.00. $30.50, $31.25,
$31.75, $32.00, $32.50,
$33.00, $33.50, $34.00,
$34.50, $35.00, $36.00,
$36.50, $37.00, $37.50,
$38.00, $38.50, $39.00,
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$39.50, $40.00, $41.00,
$41.50, $42.00, $43.00,
$43.50, $44.00, $45.00,
$45.50, $46.00, $47.00,
$48.00, $49.00, $50.00,
$51.00, $52.00, $52.50,
$53.00, $54.00, $54.50,
$55.00, $55.50, $56.00,
$56.50, $57 6d1f23a050
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